TRADITION & CHANGING ATTIRE

Reflecting the world around them: This fashion advertisement by
tailor Benjamin Read displays diverse fashions, including children’s
dress, for the summer of 1833

The feel of fashion
1800-1840s
Learn about the clothing your ancestors were wearing during the late Georgian and
early Victorian era, when Britain underwent rapid social and economic change.
Jayne Shrimpton reflects on the fashions of the past

F

ashion is a mirror, reflecting
the world around us. Early
to mid-19th century dress
expresses an era of tradition
and change as Britain shifted from
a largely agrarian economy to a
manufacturing nation.

Female fashion
High-born or newly-affluent ladies
could embrace elite fashion, wearing
luxury fabrics, novel accessories
and ornaments. The early 1800s
neo-classical vogue dictated
columnar high-waisted garments,
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the most decadent trained gowns of
diaphanous white muslin emulating
antique statuary. Modish accessories
were short Spencer jackets or longer
pelisse coats, stoles, muffs, stylish
headwear and dainty pumps or
sturdier outdoor boots. Some modes
were inspired by topical events:
throughout the French Wars martial
elements included military-style braid
on coats and riding habits and helmetlike peaked or plumed hats.
After war ended in 1815, feminine
style again looked to Paris for
guidance, news being disseminated

through monthly fashion plates in
prestigious publications, notably
La Belle Assemblée and Ackermann’s
Repository of Arts. The draped neoclassical line evolved into a more
structured silhouette influenced by
the prevailing Romantic aesthetic.
Picturesque gowns with padded
hemlines and puffed sleeves
used richer fabrics, the waistline
lowering to natural level by 1825,
while ornamental details such as
Elizabethan-style ruff necklines
referenced historical dress. As taste
grew more exuberant in the late
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Your late-Georgian & early-Victorian ancestors’ clothing
1820s/early 1830s, dresses featured
vast padded gigot sleeves, tightlylaced waistlines and wide hems, hair
being artificially curled, knotted and
gummed into extreme coiffures.
Costly imported Kashmir shawls had
long been highly-prized and Paisley
weavers now produced successful
imitations, perpetuating the vogue
for luxury shawls.
From the later 1830s extravagant
styles relaxed and dress grew more
restrained. Dome-like skirts were
supported by hidden petticoats,
dropped puffed sleeves featured
dainty ribbons, while hairstyles
lowered into feminine side ringlets or
smooth chignons. During the 1840s a
severe Gothic line developed, heavilyboned bodices gaining pointed fronts
and extremely narrow sleeves. Silk
fabrics in muted shades were admired
for formal dress and poke bonnets
shielding the face complemented the
modest, subservient look of the early
Victorian era.

The Maid of All Work’s Prayer by Thomas Rowlandson, 1801, demonstrates the
cotton washing gown, apron and kerchief worn by domestic servants at this time

Elite menswear

Elite fashions like this luxury neoclassical gown, 1803, were disseminated
in fashion plates of the period
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Early 19th century male fashion
fused the neo-classical style with a
refined version of English country/
riding wear, an image considered
appropriately ‘democratic’ following
the French Revolution, which caused
political unease throughout Europe.
Fitted dress tail coats and sloping
morning/riding coats were tailored
in smart black or dark green, brown,
claret or navy cloth and teamed with
skin-tight buff-coloured breeches or
longer pantaloons, high riding boots
or flat shoes. Complete with fine
white linen shirt, high starched collar
and carefully-arranged white cravat,
this was the elegant, understated
look promoted by the Prince
Regent’s sartorial advisor, ‘Beau’
Brummell. Immaculate coats used
the finest woollen cloth, expertly
manipulated by skilled tailors using
new techniques, prompting the
emergence at this time of London’s
Savile Row district as a worldrenowned centre for men’s tailoring.
From the mid-1810s ankle-length
trousers evolved for daywear,
but co-existed for many years
with breeches and pantaloons, each
worn with correct coat and footwear.
However, urban fashion increasingly
favoured more standardised dress

comprising trousers and kneelength frock coat. During the late1820s/1830s coats were artificially
shaped and padded, colourful
waistcoats and cravats were in vogue,
while younger men grew curly hair
and bushy sideburns for a rugged,
romantic effect. From the 1840s,
picturesque modes were toned down
and early Victorian gentlemen and
businessmen adopted smart, slender
frock coats with narrow trousers, plain
black cravats and tall top hats.

Setting standards
Ancestors from all social backgrounds
spent a higher proportion of their
income on apparel in the early to
mid-1800s than many of us today.
Textiles and dress articles were precious
commodities, often intrinsically
valuable. Buying fabric, ready-made
clothes and accessories not only fulfilled
short-term needs, but also represented
a major investment. While the ruling,
professional and business classes led
fashion with superior bespoke outfits
geared towards different occasions,
working people were chiefly concerned
with respectable, functional items. In
ordinary households, garments and
accessories were cared for and when
they became worn were repaired
repeatedly, until no longer usable.
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Churning Butter by WH Pyne, 1806,
shows a dairy maid wearing a striped
bedgown over a coloured petticoat,
with kerchief and mob cap

Generally, new or best quality outfits
were kept for church, holidays and
weddings, the custom of dressing well
in ‘Sunday best’ for special events
being well-established within working
communities. However, few of our
humble ancestors had use for expensive
fripperies and anyone attempting to
dress above their station, for example
domestic servants (often accused of
acquiring a taste for the high life),
risked censure from their social
superiors and peers, even general
criticism in the local newspapers. Public
opinion mattered. In a partially-literate
society where social relations were
largely conducted in person, outward
impressions were crucial, the clothes
on a person’s back a powerful indicator
of their social standing, often their
occupation. Equally it was important
to present a decent appearance if
seeking work. Neat repairs to garments
and boots might be acceptable, but to
appear in public barefoot, in ragged
clothing, signified extreme need
and degradation, unlikely to impress
prospective employers. Individuals
applying for poor relief often made this
point, explaining that they could not
raise themselves out of poverty without
clothes suitable for work.

Workaday dress

The World in Miniature, also by WH
Pyne, 1827, shows a lady in neat
printed cotton gown giving mail to
the postman, who wears an early
occupational uniform

sleeves and dainty coloured pumps
may have been the ton at times, but
clothes and footwear impossible to
clean, or too cumbersome or fragile
to withstand wear, were unsuited to
ordinary life. However, even working
women could follow the general lines

of fashion, so in the early 1800s a
simple cotton ‘washing gown’ often
displayed the fashionable high
waistline – a comfortable, practical
style and useful for pregnancy.
Skirts were often hitched up or
front edges pinned back, revealing
a coloured petticoat (under-skirt),
a popular alternative the ‘ jacketbodice’ or ‘bedgown’, a casual hip- or
thigh-length garment layered over
a longer petticoat. Both styles were
accessorised with a linen or cotton
half-apron and a plain or patterned
coloured kerchief covering the neck
and chest. Women working outdoors
protected their heads in mob caps
and/or hats, for example masculine
black beaver hats in winter and
fashionable straw bonnets in summer.
Shawls and cloaks were customary
outerwear, the ‘red riding hood’ of
folk tale fame a genuine garment
– a scarlet woollen hooded cloak,
sometimes called a ‘cardinal’, warm,
cheerful and widely worn by country
women throughout this era.
Work dresses of the 1830s and 1840s
gained the contemporary natural
waistline, with plain sleeves for easy
movement replacing balloon-like
or skin-tight sleeves of high fashion.
Female servants generally wore
modest frocks with a half-apron, while

Inflating a Lady by William Heath, c1828, demonstrates the extreme styles of the
late 1820s/early 1830s

Trailing white gowns, vast, padded
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protective pinafores developed for
work in mills and factories. Working
ancestors undoubtedly benefited from
the rapid advances in British textile
production between 1800 and 1850.
Many new materials, from plain calicoes
and pretty roller-printed cottons to
useful cotton/wool or cotton/linen
blends were both affordable and easily
laundered, helping to raise general
hygiene standards.
Traditional coarse linen and
woollen fabrics remained in use, but
men’s work wear was revolutionised
by the development of stout, hardwearing cotton textiles like corduroy,
fustian, drabbet and duck. The loose
country smock (or ‘smock frock’)
was in its heyday as a form of overall,
popular with farm workers, some
craftsmen and tradesmen, chiefly
in the southern counties, Midlands
and parts of Wales. Otherwise
practical short jackets, colourful
waistcoats, loose shirts and plain or
patterned neckwear comprised the
attire of many working men, along
with knee breeches, traditional
breeches favoured in the provinces
long after trousers became regular
city wear. Towards mid-century, new
rubberised fabrics came into use, for
instance as weatherproof capes for
outdoor workers.

Making & buying
Historically, shirts, shifts and other
household linen were homemade
and still many women’s gowns were
hand-sewn, by the wearer or one of
many professional seamstresses and
mantua-makers (traditional term for
dressmakers) operating country-wide.
Shop-bought female items included
unfitted articles like cloaks, aprons,
caps and kerchiefs, although these
were easily sewn at home. Conversely,
apart from formal tailored coats and
leather breeches (made by a specialist
breeches-maker), many ordinary male
garments, being relatively standard in
style and originating with the ‘slop’
clothes run up cheaply for sailors and
other voyagers needing kit at short
notice, were available ready-made, in
man’s, youth’s or boy’s sizes.
Diverse merchandise was available
for all types of consumer during the
early to mid-1800s. Upper-class clients
might visit or order fabrics, notions
(haberdashery) and accessories

Smocks were regular wear for country men and boys, as seen in this c1840
print of Dorset peasants

from high-end London suppliers,
while gentlewomen like Jane Austen
and her associates patronised shops
in fashionable Bath. However, the
working masses often formed a
majority clientele for ordinary urban
and provincial tailors, mantuamakers, drapers, mercers and clothing
dealers who stocked goods affordable
for all. Goods came from many parts
of Britain and overseas: for instance,
Hampshire retailers might order
stock, directly or through middlemen,
from northern textile mills, while
some cloth manufacturers sent out
representatives to supply provincial
drapers and tailors, or the public
directly via sales or auctions. There
were also various travelling drapers,
sometimes termed ‘Manchester men’
or ‘Scotchmen’, some resembling
traditional itinerant hawkers or
pedlars, others operating from stalls
at fairs and markets. A flourishing
used-clothing trade also supplied
city populations, small market
towns and even remoter districts,
secondhand clothes often being sold
alongside new garments.
Whether our ancestors lived in
the countryside, market town, old-

The Book of English Trades for 1824
shows a fashionable lady buying
cloth from a draper

established medieval city or one or
one of the new industrial centres,
their clothing and relationship with
dress reflected their lives and times.
First appeared in Family Tree July 2018
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